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cording to Austrian officers returned
from the front, with tactics that
hardly have a precedent in the history of the wars of the world.
These tactics are, briefly, to an
nihilate the Austrians by forcing
Russian soldiers to advance in their
own' artillery fire, drawing the Aus
trians from their bomb and
shelters into
combat, and then mowing down both
Austrians and Russians by a withering drumfire. Great Russian losses,
it is claimed, are due to this method
of warfare.
The Russian method of attack in
the Bukowina and Wolhynia, the
Austrians say, consists of artillery
preparation lasting from 24 to 48
hours. Then come the first Rus
flan infantry troops, in from six to
fourteen rows, driven forward by
Russian machine guns and by Cos
sacks armed with the dreaded "na
d
waikas" or
whips.
As they advance the Russian artillery fire abates somewhat, but be
tween it and Austrian fire from 40
to 50 per cent of the first troops
sometimes reach the trenches. Their
arrival, naturally forces the Aus
trins to abandon their shelters, and
as soon as they do so the Russian
drumfire begins again.
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KFGROES LEAVE PALATKA
FOR NORTHERN CAMPS

week
for northern construction
Who induced them to- - go,
camps.
is still a puzzle. No one was present
shell-prowho seemed to have direction of the
d
exodus .
Palatka is not unlike other cities
in the State, where the labor market is being stripped to its very hide
by these northern recruiting agents.
They are a wary lot, these agents.
They know their business is getting
on the nerves of employers of labr
all over Florida, and that license
laws which amount to practical
prohibition have been enalcted by
most of the cities.
To escape the
penalty of the law on their occupation is their only ambition.
There are two reasons why Palatka should protect itself against these
men. The labor i sneeded here, and
the men who are being enticed
away need the protection of the law.
They have the right to go, and no
one would think of placing any obstacles to the freedom of their move
ment. But they ought to know that
In going into a new country they are
going to run against a prejudice that
will make them wish they were
Wolhynia offensives it is estimated
back home." The north is a cold
that the Russians used up about two country in winter and always
r
shells every twenty-foumillion
individually toward the nehours shells of Russian. Japanese
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make, and thrown
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race when he is at a distance. These
from every calibre of gun. Including
negroes need protection.
naval pieces apparently dismounted
At the council meeting last Tues
from warships.
day night an ordinance was p.u
through and signed by the mayor
which imposes a license of $1,000 on
the business of enticing labor from
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He works in the dark.
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proposition, the matter
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(By Associated Press.)
San Antonio, Aug. 19. There is
heavy damage from the hurricane at
Corpus Christi but little or no loss
of life along the coast,, according to
reports received at Sinton to which
telephone communication was
today.
The hurricane blew down half of
the army tents around Brownsville
and damaged houses at summer resorts along the coast.
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